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NATHAN was founded in 1978 
as a better way to store your 
keys while running. A little thing 
but it was simply better. In that 
same spirit NATHAN expanded 
into, hydration and visibility, 
and has become the leader 
in running essentials. Going 
forward, NATHAN looks to offer 
products for before, during and 

after running. We are looking 
to build products that eliminate 
barriers and empower the 
runner. You will see this shine in 
our expanded Run Safety line 
and RunAway collection. Our 
legacy products will continue to 
be category leaders, our stories 
will speak to the runner in all 
of us, and our new product will 

empower us all to run stronger, 
longer, and to be the best 
version of us we can be.

NATHAN believes that if you 
run, then you are a runner. No 
matter where you run, or why. 
No matter how far or how fast. If 
you run, NATHAN runs with you.

Illustrations, product displays, and colors shown in this book may be subject to change.

3M™ and Scotchlite™ are trademarks of 3M™ 
Tritan™ is trademarked by Eastman Chemical Company

KNOW HOW SINCE MORE THAN 40 YEARS



Dehydration is a leading cause of training injuries—and not just for elite athletes. 

Your body is 60-65% water, so everyone from beginning runners to fun runners to 

competitors needs a hydration plan to fuel properly, perform better,  

and recover quicker!

Whether your running goals include faster times, longer distances, camaraderie 

with friends, or simply less time on the couch, your body needs fluids constantly to 

keep your tank full. That means hydrating BEFORE, DURING and AFTER every run. 

Check out our classic (and NEW & exciting!) hydration solutions  

that’ll get you there!

HYDRATE. RUN STRONGER.®
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Hydration 
Vests
NATHAN is the industry leader in hydration 
solutions and should be the centerpiece of any 
hydration section in run specialty. We lead by 
creating hydration solutions that fit better, run 
better, and simply are better. 
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NEW

2L bladder

Size at chest and sternum: 
XXS-M    
L-XXXL  

Weight without bladder: 235 g 
Weight with bladder: 347 g 
Storage capacity: 7 Liters

  The CinchFit adjustable sizing system provides a tailored, body-
mapped fit for all body types

  Two adjustment points allow you to alter waist and bust fit separately

  Quick attachement/ release trekking pole attachement points

  Breathable, chafe-free materials for maximum comfort

  Equipped with a 2L bladder with quick-release valve

  Transparent zippered pocket for quick-viewing of key essentials

  Back kangaroo pocket for stashing flasks, layers, and other essentials

  Large main back storage compartment

  Front pockets fit bottles and flasks up to 650 ml

  Reflective hits for 360-degree visibility
    Colors: Blue Jay / Blue Radiance

VaporAiress is body-mapped and 
designed specifically for the female 
form. It’s our first race vest to feature the 
innovative CinchFit Adjustable Sizing 
System, resulting in a fit and feel so 
personalized, you’ll think we tailored it 
just for you. 

Pill pocket

Gel stash pocket

4727   VaporAiress 2 - 7L  ( with 2L bladder )

WOMEN FIT

CINCHFit

  The CinchFit adjustable sizing system provides a tailored, body-mapped fit 
for all body types

  Quick attachement/ release trekking pole attachement points

  Breathable, chafe-free materials for maximum comfort

  Equipped with a 2L bladder with quick-release valve

  Transparent zippered pocket for quick-viewing of key essentials

  Two storage pockets by CinchFit straps - one on each side

  Secure front shoulder zippered pockets

  Back kangaroo pocket for stashing flasks, layers, and other essentials

  Large main back storage compartment

  Front pockets fit bottles and flasks up to 650 ml

  Reflective hits for 360-degree visibility

Zippered phone pocket

Up to 650 ml bottle pocket

2L bladder

Size at chest and sternum: 
XS-M    
L-XXXL  

    Colors: Black / Charcoal / Nuclear Yellow

Weight without bladder: 235 g    
Weight with bladder: 347 g 
Storage capacity: 7 Liters

The lightweight and body-mapped VaporAir race 
vest features the CinchFit Adjustable Sizing System 
and pole attachement points. Long runs won’t ever 
be the same.

MEN FIT

CINCHFit

4732   VaporAir 2 - 7L  ( with 2L bladder )
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4727   VaporAiress 2 - 7L  ( with 2L bladder )NEW
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NEW

WOMEN FIT

CINCHFit

4721  VaporSwiftra 4L ( with 1.5L bladder )NEW

Size at chest and sternum: 
XXS-M    
L-XXXL  

Weight without bladder: 235 g 
Weight with bladder: 347 g 
Storage capacity: 74 Liters

  Adaptive Fit Adjustable Sizing System provides a tailored, body-
mapped fit for all body types

  Two adjustment points allow you to alter waist and bust fit separately

  Breathable, chafe-free materials for maximum comfort

  Equipped with a 1.5L bladder with quick-release valve

  Transparent zippered pocket for quick-viewing of key essentials

  Back kangaroo pocket for stashing flasks, layers, and other essentials

  Large main back storage compartment

  Front pockets fit bottles and flasks up to 650 ml

  Reflective hits for 360-degree visibility    Colors: Acai/ Shadow Lime 

Body mapped and designed specifically 
for the female form, the VaporAiress’ 
little sister VaporSwiftra has all the same 
benefits in a more compact size, save 
space and save weight! The breathable-
chafe-free materials provide maximum 
comfort.

*Colors might slightly change

*Colors might slightly change

MEN FIT

CINCHFit

4720  VaporSwift 4L ( with 1.5L bladder )
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NEW

  Adaptive Fit Adjustable Sizing System provides a tailored, body-mapped fit     
     for all body types

  Breathable, chafe-free materials for maximum comfort
  Equipped with a 1.5L bladder with quick-release valve
  Transparent zippered pocket for quick-viewing of key essentials
  Two storage pockets by Adaptive Fit straps - one on each side
  Secure front shoulder zippered pockets
  Back kangaroo pocket for stashing flasks, layers, and other essentials
  Large main back storage compartment
  Front pockets fit bottles and flasks up to 650 ml
  Reflective hits for 360-degree visibility

Size at chest and sternum: 
XS-M    
L-XXXL  

    Colors: Blue Night/ High Risk Red

Weight without bladder: 235 g    
Weight with bladder: 347 g 
Storage capacity: 4 Liters

This light weight, pack utilizes the AdativeFit 
system to conform to the runner! The VaporAir’s 
little brother has a game changing fit and 
contours to your form, regardless of who you are. 

360 Reflectivity Front Pockets

1,5L bladder

Adaptive Fit System

Breathable Mesh
4L Storage Compartment

1,5L bladder



WOMEN FIT

4737   VaporHowe 2 - 4L  ( bladder compatible )

Back stash pocket

Reflective trims
Main pocket

Designed with the demanding specifications of champion 
ultra runner Stephanie Howe, this lightweight, body-
mapped race vest features an improved fit, run-proven 
pocketing, and two large Soft Flasks.

Weight without soft flasks: 178 g 
Weight with soft flasks: 277 g 
Storage capacity: 4 Liters

Size under bust at sternum:  
XXS 27” – 28” (69 cm – 71 cm) bust 30”   
XS 28” – 29” (71 cm – 74 cm) bust 32” 
S 30” – 31” (76 cm – 79 cm) bust 34” 
M 32” – 33” (81 cm – 84 cm) bust 36” 
L 34” – 35” (86 cm – 89 cm) bust 38”  
XL 35” – 36” (89 cm – 92 cm) bust 40”

    Colors: White / Purple Cactus / Majesty

600 ml soft flasks with straw tubes

2 X 600 ml soft 
flasks included

COMPRESSIONFit
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  Equipped with two 600 ml soft flasks with extended tubes to 
easily sip fluids without removing flasks from the front pockets

  Apparel-like fit with a lightweight, breathable structure

  Large front stash pockets for quick access to on-the-go 
essentials

  Zippered water-resistant chest pocket for smartphones

  Zippered water-resistant pocket on back, for securing key 
essentials

  Shoulder pill pocket and safety whistle

  Reflective hits for 360-degree visibility

WOMEN FIT

Size under bust at sternum:  
XXS 27” – 28” (69 cm – 71 cm) bust 30”   
XS 28” – 29” (71 cm – 74 cm) bust 32” 
S 30” – 31” (76 cm – 79 cm) bust 34” 
M 32” – 33” (81 cm – 84 cm) bust 36” 
L 34” – 35” (86 cm – 89 cm) bust 38”  
XL 35” – 36” (89 cm – 92 cm) bust 40”

    Colors: Majesty / Purple Cactus / Lupine

Weight with bladder: 392 g 
Storage capacity: 12 Liters

  Includes a 1.6L Insulated hydration bladder, with an hourglass design  
to reduce sloshing

  Insulated bladder keep water cooler 38% longer than non-insulated flasks

  Apparel-like fit with a lightweight, breathable structure

  Internal compression system tightens the load against your back for 
stability

  Zippered water-resistant chest pocket for smartphones

  Large front stash pockets for quick access to on-the-go nutrition  
and essentials

  Back kangaroo pocket for stashing flasks, layers, and other essentials

  Zippered pocket plus two large storage pockets on back

  Shoulder pill pocket and safety whistle

  Reflective hits for 360-degree visibility

This snug-fitting, body-mapped hydration pack was 
developed in collaboration with elite endurance 
runner Stephanie Howe and features an Insulated 
Bladder, with an innovative hourglass design

4738   VaporHowe 2 Insulated - 12L  ( with 1,6L bladder )

COMPRESSIONFit

Zippered phone pocket

Up to 650 ml bottle pocket

Compression system

Upper stashReflective trims

Bladder pocket

Insulated bladder
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  Equipped with two 600 ml soft flasks with extended tubes to easily 
sip fluids without removing flasks from the front pockets

  Apparel-like fit with a lightweight, breathable structure

  Large front stash pockets for quick access to on-the-go nutrition and 
essentials

  Zippered water-resistant chest pocket for smartphones

  Zippered water-resistant pocket on back, for securing key essentials

  Back kangaroo pocket for stashing flasks, layers, and other essentials

  Two additional back pockets for extra storage

  Shoulder pill pocket and safety whistle

  Reflective hits for 360-degree visibility

Champion ultra runner and renowned minimalist Rob Krar 
collaborated once more for the design of this popular, 
lightweight and durable race vest.

4735   VaporKrar 2 - 4L  ( bladder compatible )

Weight without soft flasks: 207 g 
Weight with soft flasks: 306 g 
Storage capacity: 4 Liters

Size at chest and sternum: 
XS    31”– 33“ (80 cm - 84 cm) 
S       33”– 35“ (84 cm - 89 cm) 
M      36” – 38“ (92 cm - 97 cm) 
L        39” – 41“ (99 cm - 104 cm) 
XL     42”– 44” (107 cm - 112 cm)

    Colors: Dark Slate / Blue Mirage / Firecracker

Reflective trims

Main pocket

Upper stash

Back stash pocket

600 ml soft flasks 
with straw tubes

2 X 600 ml soft 
flasks included

COMPRESSIONFit

MEN FIT
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MEN FIT

4736   VaporKrar 2 Insulated - 12L  ( with 1,6L bladder )

  Includes a 1.6L Insulated hydration bladder, with an hourglass design  
to reduce sloshing

  Insulated bladder keep water cooler 38% longer than non-insulated flasks

  Apparel-like fit with a lightweight, breathable structure

  Internal compression system tightens the load against your back for 
stability

  Zippered water-resistant chest pocket for smartphones

  Large front stash pockets for quick access to on-the-go nutrition and 
essentials

  Back kangaroo pocket for stashing flasks, layers, and other essentials

  Zippered pocket plus two large storage pockets on back

  Shoulder pill pocket and safety whistle

  Reflective hits for 360-degree visibility

Continuing our teamwork with world-class ultra runner 
Rob Krar. This long-haul, self-supporting, body-mapped 
runner’s vest provides even more quick-stash-and-storage 
pocketing, plus an Insulated Bladder. 

Weight without bladder: 235 g 
Weight with bladder: 422 g 
Storage capacity: 12 Liters

Size at chest and sternum: 
XS 31”– 33“ (80 cm - 84 cm) 
S       33”– 35“ (84 cm - 89 cm) 
M      36” – 38“ (92 cm - 97 cm) 
L   39” – 41“ (99 cm - 104 cm) 
XL 42”– 44” (107 cm - 112 cm)

    Colors: Astral Aura / Deep Ultramarine Hibiscus

COMPRESSIONFit

Reflective trims

Bladder pocket

Upper stash

Compression system
Up to 650 ml bottle pocket

Zippered phone pocket

Insulated bladder
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1,5L bladder
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4198   QuickStart 3L  ( 1,5L bladder )NEW

UNISEX

One-Size-Fits-Most

  Includes 1.5L bladder

  Front storage for nutrition and phone 

  Front bottle pocket fits up to 650 ml flasks

  Main back pocket for extra layers and other running essentials

  Adjustable front straps for dialing in a perfect fit

  Breathable Mesh keeps you dry

The minimal QuickStart 3L offers a highly functional 
pack for hours of running on the road or trail. Its vented 
mesh design offers breathability to keep you dry, while 
the adjustable straps infront provide a secure and 
customizable fit for a variety of body types.

Weight without soft flasks: 207 g 
Weight with soft flasks: 306 g 
Storage capacity: 4 Liters

Size at chest and sternum 
OSFM  26” – 52” (66 cm - 132 cm) 

    Colors: Aluminium/ Mosstone/ Cadmium 

    Colors: Castlerock/ Black

This 1,5L hydration bladder vest provides a 
low-profile, minimalist way to comfortably 
wear your water and bring along other 
essential items on your journey. 

  Includes 1.5L bladder

  Front storage for nutrition and phone - fits most large-format 
smartphones

  Front bottle pocket fits up to 650 ml flasks

  Main back zippered pocket for extra layers and other running 
essentials

  Adjustable front and side straps for dialing in a perfect fit

  Soft perimeter binding prevents chafing

Size at chest and sternum 
OSFM  26” – 52” (66 cm - 132 cm) 

    Colors: Quiet Harbor / Majesty / Purple Cactus 

    Color: Black

Weight without bladder: 156 g   
Weight with bladder: 269 g 
Storage Capacity: 4 Liters  

Available in Black

1,5L bladder
Rear zippered pocket

4196   QuickStart 4L  ( 1,5L bladder )

UNISEX

One-Size-Fits-Most

14 

Breathable Mesh

Storage CompartmentAdjustable Fit



1,5L bladder
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4197   QuickStart 6L  ( 1,5 L bladder )NEW

UNISEX

One-Size-Fits-Most

  Includes 1,5L bladder
  Human Propulsion Lite System 
  Front storage for nutrition and phone - fits most large format  

     smartphones
  Front bottle pocket fits up to 650 ml wflasks
  Main back zippered pocket for extra layers and other running essentials
  Adjustable front and side straps for dialing in a perfect fit
  Soft perimeter binding prevents chafing

Versatility is the game here! One Size Fits Most makes 
this pack shareable, and a multisport must have! This 
1,5 L hydration bladder pack provides a low profile, 
minimalist way to comfortably wear your water and 
bring along other essential items on your journey.

Weight without soft flasks: 207 g 
Weight with soft flasks: 306 g 
Storage capacity: 6 Liters

Size at chest and sternum 
OSFM  26” – 52” (66 cm - 132 cm) 

    Colors: Sailor Blue 

    Colors: Red Dahlia/ Black

4765   Trail-Mix 12L  ( with 2L bladder )

  Features adjustable side straps to dial in a comfortable fit

  Internal compression system tightens the load against your back for stability

  Quick attachement/ release trekking pole attachement points

  Front adjustable bottle pockets fit up to 650 ml flasks

  Stretch zippered pocket on upper shoulder for securing essentials

  Roll-top main storage with zipper pocket for easy access

  Two rear stretch pockets provide roomy storage for quick-access essentials

  Comfortable mesh material that wicks away sweat and water

  Chafe-free soft touch binding

  Bladder hose sternum attachment

  Reflective hits for 360-degree visibility

    Colors: Astral Aura / Majesty / Blue Radiance 

    Colors: Bronze Green / Mosstone / Nuclear Yellow

Size at chest and sternum: 
OSFM  26” – 52” (66 cm - 132 cm) 

Weight without bladder: 330 g 
Weight with bladder: 507 g 
Storage capacity: 12 Liters

3-Way propulsion harness

Breathable wall mesh

Up to 650 ml bottle pocket

Gel stash pocket

Zippered 
pocket

2L bladder

UNISEX

One-Size-Fits-Most
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4765   Trail Mix 12L (with 2l bladder)

A large and easily-accessible interior 
compartment and smart pocketing make this our 
most versatile large-capacity pack yet! The fact 
that it’s lightweight, comfy and looks great is icing 
on the adventure cake.

Storage Compartment

Zippered Front Pocket
Bounce Control System

Available in Sailor Blue



4727   VaporAiress 2 - 7L  ( with 2L bladder )NEW
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Weight without bladder: 200 g 
Weight with bladder: 312 g 
Storage capacity: 7 Liters

    Colors: Sangria / Magenta Purple / Sky Blue 

    Colors: Charcoal / Steel Grey / Cheery Tomato

Size at chest and sternum: 
OSFM  26” – 52” (66 cm - 132 cm)

  Features adjustable side straps to dial in a comfortable fit

  Compression system tightens the load against your back for stability

  Quick attachement/ release trekking pole attachement points

  Front storage for nutrition and bottles

  Comfortable mesh material that wicks away sweat and water

  Chafe-free soft touch binding

  External daisy chain on back for attaching lighting and other 
essentials

  Bladder hose sternum attachment

  Reflective hits for 360-degree visibility

4755   Trail Mix 7L  ( with 1,5L bladder )

Gel stash pocket

Breathable wall mesh
Zippered 
pocket

3-Way propulsion harness

Up to 650 ml bottle pocket

1,5L bladder

UNISEX

One-Size-Fits-Most

Smart storage and durable hydration define this 
versatile 7L pack, which features a 1,5L bladder 
and adjustable side straps for a perfect fit.
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4914   VaporKrar Waist Pak - 600ml

FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES

  Includes a 600 ml soft flask with bite valve to   
  keep liquids from escaping

  Step-through design fits comfortably around     
  your waist and provides a bounce-free ride,  
  even at top speed

  Quick attachement/ release trekking pole  
  attachement points

  Top perimeter elastic with gripper ensures a  
  secure fit

  Front zippered pocket fits most large-format  
  smartphones

  Center back pocket with lightweight     
  compression system holds soft flask (included),  
  nutrition, a light jacket, and other essentials

  Expandable side stash pockets for small 
  running essentials

Size at chest and sternum: 
XXS/XS   23” - 28” (58 cm - 71 cm)  
S/M   29” - 34” (73 cm - 81 cm)  
L/XL   35” - 40” (89 cm - 101 cm)

Weight without Soft Flask: 81g    
Weight with Soft Flask: 97g

    Color: Black

Hydration 
Belts
Expect a bounce-free, chafe-free ride and roomy 
storage options whether you go with the classic two-
bottle TrailMix Plus 2 or the fully customizable Quick 
Start Plus, with two movable flasks and a storage 
pouch. For runners who prefer a single flask option, 
there’s the lightweight 300 ml Swift Plus, the cool 
Peak, and the minimalist’s dream, the VaporKrar 
WaistPak. For whatever adventures you have 
planned, we have the belt for you! 

Designed with the know how of  
over 40 years of experience.
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Large storage pocketFITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES

  Ergo-shaped, soft monofilament belt offers  
  multi-directional stretch that eliminates bounce

  Secure holsters provide easy, one-handed, 
  on-the-fly access to hydration and nutrition

  Two 300 mL Flasks with Push-Pull caps

  Zip pocket with front stash pouch for gels,  
  compatible with most large-format smartphones

  Two shock cords with one-pull tension lock at  
  sides for extra capacity

  Reflective trims for greater visibility

  Elastic keepers neatly hold excess straps

Size: OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)

    Colors: Astral Aura / Majesty or   

    Colors: Black

Weight: 258 g 
Storage capacity: 500 ml

B2B PORTAL
D I S C OV E R  O U R  S H O P

P L AC I N G  O R D E RS  H AV E  N E V E R  B E E N  E AS I E R

W W W . U S B 2 B . E U

4640   Trail Mix  Plus 2  - 600ml



FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES

Fully adjustable, bounce-free hydration belt. 

  Two 300 ml flasks with race caps

  Ergo-shaped, monofilament belt offers limited stretch that 
  eliminates bounce

   Zippered pocket compatible with smartphone sizes 
up to iPhone 8 Plus

  Speedfit holsters provide easy one-handed access to hydration  
     and nutrition

Weight: 218 g 
Storage capacity: 500 ml

Size: OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)

    Color: Black

4192   Quick Start Plus 20  - 600ml

4523   Swift Plus  - 300 ml

FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES

Our race-ready, bounce-free belt features one 300 ml 
flask, plus a zippered pocket that fits running essentials 
and smartphones sized up to iPhone 8 Plus.

  300 ml flask with Push-Pull Cap for quick access to fluids.          
  Angled holster provides easy one-handed access to hydration

  Extended side panels hug the body comfortably for a custom fit  
     and bounce-free ride 

  Zip pocket for running essentials, compatible with iPhone 8 Plus

Size: OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)

    Color: Blue radiance     

    Color: Black      

    Color: Tomato

Weight with bottle: 224 g 
Storage capacity: 500 ml
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FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES

  Four 300 ml flasks with race caps

  Ergo-shaped, monofilament belt offers limited stretch that 
  eliminates bounce

   Zippered pocket compatible with smartphone sizes up to iPhone Plus

  Speedfit holsters provide easy one-handed access to hydration and nutrition

Weight: 377 g 
Storage capacity: 500 ml

Size: OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)

    Color: Black

4194   Quick Start Plus 40  - 1,2L

FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES

  535 ml ergo-shaped SpeedDraw Flask with Push-Pull Cap 

  Angled bottle holder allows easy one-handed access and 
  bounce-free ride

  Extended side panels hug the body comfortably for a perfect fit

  Expandable zippered stretch pocket keeps  
     essentials protected

  Pocket fits iPhone 8 Plus

  External shock cord system for extra  
     storage options

Weight: 184 g 
Storage capacity: 380 ml

Size: OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)

    Color: Black    

Keep our SpeedDraw Flask close-at-hand and in place 
with this lightweight pak that sits comfortably on the 
waist.

4873   Peak  - 535ml
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Fully adjustable, bounce-free hydration belt  
with four 300 ml flasks with race caps!



FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES

The perfect pak for walkers, joggers, 
and runners alike, the Triangle makes  
carrying hydration and essentials a 
piece of cake.

  Fully-adjustable, one-size-fits-most nylon belt 

  Easy-squeeze Tru-Flex™ Bottle with reinforced  
     leak-proof, soft-sip, Push-Pull Cap

  Featherlight, insulated bottle holder

  70/30 bottle positioning offers more stability  
     and comfort

  Gusseted mesh pocket fits smart phones  
     and keys

Weight: 193 g 
Storage capacity: 190 ml

Size: OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)

    Color: Black   

4882 Triangle - 650ml
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Handstrap

Neoprene sleeve
Stash pocket

  535 ml BPA-free Insulated Soft Flask with bite 
valve

  Insulated properties keep fluids cooler 38% longer 
than noninsulated soft flasks

  The rigid ExoSpine™ creates superior hand feel 
and support

  Ergo-designed hand strap provides grip-free 
comfort, and maximizes running efficiency

  Soft flask can be easily removed from sleeve, and 
used in NATHAN hydration vest pockets

  Breathable wicking mesh under hand position 
provides superior grip 

  Expandable stash pocket for essentials

    Color: Deep Water / Vibrant Yellow

Weight with bottle: 91 g 
Storage capacity: 140 ml

Stay hydrated for miles on end with this 
535 ml version of our slosh-free, ultra-ef-
ficient and super-comfortable soft flask 
handheld.

4868   ExoDraw 2  Insulated - 535ml
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Handhelds
We continue to push innovation and technology 
as we expand our lightweight, ergonomic, and 
grip-free handheld lineup. 

We offer handhelds that keep water colder for more 
miles, including the compact 535 ml ExoDraw 2 
insulated handheld.



Neoprene sleeve

Race cap

Our soft flask with integrated hand strap creates ideal 
running efficiency! The grip-free, design features a patented 
ExoSpine™ to maximize comfort as the water level decreases.

  355 ml BPA-free soft flask with bite valve keeps liquids from escaping

  The rigid ExoSpine™ creates superior hand feel and support for 
  the soft flask 

  Ergo-designed hand strap provides grip-free comfort, and maximizes 
  running efficiency

  Hand strap is removable, allowing soft flask to be used in most Nathan     
  hydration vest pockets 

  Removable neoprene sleeve offers insulation and a tactile, 
  sweat-free grip surface

  Expandable stash pocket for nutrition and other small items

    Color: Black/Orange

Weight with bottle: 73 g 
Storage capacity: 500 ml

Featherlight zippered pocket allows for on-the-go storage of 
smaller items like keys, ID, and nutrition.

   300 ml Flask with Race Cap offers quick bursts of fluid for short distances

  Fully-adjustable hand strap with thumb hole enables grip-free running 

  Expandable zippered pocket for nutrition, keys, and small essentials

    Color: Black

Weight: 76.5 g  
Storage capacity: 300 ml
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One-of-a-kind 
handstrap

Stash pocket

4856   ExoShot  - 355 ml

4836   QuickShot Plus  - 300ml

    Color: White    

    Color: Black    

    Color: Blue Light    

    Color: Electric Blue   

    Color: Grey    

    Color: Floro Fuchsia

Stay hydrated in Big Shot style with this 
easy-to-hold bottle that fits the hand 
perfectly.

  Sip-friendly narrow spout features removable  
     silicone nozzle for easy cleaning

  Wide mouth for easy cleaning and filling

  Tethered lid stays attached to the bottle

Dishwasher safe, top rack 
BPA-free Eastman Tritan™  
with odorless and tasteless technology 26

4313 Little Shot - 750 ml

Bottles
Hydration isn’t just about what you’re doing on your 
run – it’s about developing a plan pre, during, and 
post-run in order to fuel, perform, and recover  
properly. Our H2O To Go collection covers pre and 
post-run needs with an array of lifestyle and  
performance bottles that offer options on size,  
lids, insulation, and color, all while remaining 
tough, stylish, and easy to bring everywhere. 
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4321   BigShot  - 1L

4314   SuperShot  - 1,5 L

White Black Nathan Blue Grey Floro Fuchsia

Hydrate throughout the day with this 
ice-cube ready bottle, featuring a 
tethered, screw-top lid with a narrow 
spout for easy carrying, sipping, and 
refilling on-the-go.

  Sip-friendly narrow spout features removable  
     silicone nozzle for easy cleaning

  Wide mouth for easy cleaning and filling

   Tethered lid stays attached to the bottle

Dishwasher safe, top rack 
BPA-free Eastman Tritan™ with odorless and 
tasteless technology

Preparing for a big day? Increase your hydration 
capacity with this 1,5L SuperShot bottle.

  Sip-friendly narrow spout features removable silicone nozzle  
     for easy cleaning

  Wide mouth for easy cleaning and filling

  Tethered lid stays attached to the bottle

Color: Grey

Dishwasher safe, top rack 
BPA-free Eastman Tritan™ with odorless and tasteless technology
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Innovative insulation meets rugged round-to-square design 
with these bold and stylish trip-insulated steel bottles. 

  18/8 Double-Wall Insulated Stainless Steel

   Keeps liquids cold for 35 hours, hot for 15 hours

  Zero condensation or sweat

  Triple insulated for premium heat retention

  Insulated large-mouth cap for filling and cleaning

  Insulated narrow-mouth cap for sipping and drinking

  Non-slip bottom TPE pad

  BPA Free and Lead Safe

Do not put in dishwasher

Do not put in dishwasher Do not put in dishwasher

    Color: True Black              

    Color: Vivacious

    Color: True Black              

    Color: Vivacious     Color: True Black            

4443   HammerHead Bottle  - 532 ml

4443   HammerHead Bottle  - 710 ml 4443   HammerHead Bottle  - 1182 ml
Take a bite out of thirst: This 
steel bottles keep hot liquids 
hot for 15 hours, and cold 
liquids cold for 35 hours.

  18/8 Double-Wall Insulated Stainless Steel

   Keeps liquids cold for 35 hours, hot for 15 hours

  Zero condensation or sweat

  Non-slip bottom TPE pad

  BPA Free and Lead Safe

Big Bad Bottle. Stay hydrated 
all day, all week and month 
long with the biggest 
HammerHead bottle.

  18/8 Double-Wall Insulated Stainless 
Steel

   Keeps liquids cold for 35 hours, hot 
for 15 hours

  Zero condensation or sweat

  Non-slip bottom TPE pad

  BPA Free and Lead Safe

SEA THE DIFFERENCE 
Nathan will be donating 
2% of 2019 profits from the 
HammerHead Steel Water 
Bottles to Ocean Conservacy. 
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    Color: Clear

Add-on holster and 355 ml bottle combination allows for 
the most natural grip possible and easy-squeeze access 
to fluids.

“ Fits all Nathan
              race vest pockets”

Our larger soft flask bottle that 
provides quick, secure access to 
fluids.

  Bite valve keeps liquid from escaping

  Integrated spine supports soft flask as       
     water level decreases and enables easier  
     use with race vest front pockets

  Works great with Nathan hydration vests

Dishwasher safe, top rack 
BPA-free Eastman Tritan™ with 
odorless and tasteless technology

  Features reinforced leak-free,  
     soft-sip, Push-Pull Blast Cap

    Color: Steel Grey

4045  ExoDraw Flask

4580  Fire & Ice  - 235ml  ( 2 Pack )
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Replacement 
Parts
Replacement parts are a great 
opportunity for incremental revenue
• Stock up for expos

• Allows consumers to customize 
their hydration solution

• Upgrade consumers to insulated 
bladders and flasks

• All SS20 Nathan hydration vests and 
RunAway packs are bladder compatible
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4005  SpeedDraw Insulated Flask 4004  Tru-Flex Bottle

4586   Push-Pull Cap Flask ( 2 Pack ) 4003   SpeedDraw Flask

This double pack 300 ml flask allows 
for the most natural grip possible      
and easy-squeeze access to fluids.

This 535 ml flask allows for the most 
natural grip possible and easy-
squeeze access to fluids.

  Features reinforced leak-free, soft-sip,   
     Push-Pull Cap

Dishwasher safe, top rack 
BPA-free Eastman Tritan™ with odorless and 
tasteless technology

A must-have BPA-free bottle 
featuring taste-free technology in a 
super-soft and easy-squeeze body.

  Dishwasher safe, top rack

  BPA-free Eastman Tritan™ with odorless  
     and tasteless technology

The first-ever, double-wall insulated 
flask with Fire & Ice technology 
means you’ve found your new 
favorite flask.

  Features reinforced leak-free, soft-sip,       
     Push-Pull Cap

   Integrated 3M™ reflective fabric offers 
360-degree reflectivity for visibility in low-
light conditions

    Color: Silver

    Color: Silver

    Color: Silver

    Color: Silver
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This 3 pack cap set with 
high-flow valve gives you 
quick access to fluids. 

  Push-pull cap

  Leak-free

  Works great will all Nathan flasks 

Add-on holster and 355 ml bottle 
combination allows for the most natural 
grip possible and easy-squeeze access 
to fluids.

“ Fits all Nathan
              race vest pockets”

This 4 pack cap set 
is reinforced, leak-
free and with soft-sip 
Push-Pull Cap

  Works great with all  
     Nathan flasks

Our innovative 355 ml soft flask 
bottle that works great as a 
handheld, or with a hydration vest!

  Bite valve keeps liquid from escaping

   Integrated spine supports soft flask as 
water level decreases and enables easier 
use with race vest front pockets

  Works great with Nathan hydration vests

Dishwasher safe, top rack 
BPA-free Eastman Tritan™ with odorless and 
tasteless technology

  Features reinforced leak-free, soft-sip, Push-Pull  
     Blast Cap

“ Extra Caps”

4009   ExoShot Flask  - 355ml 

4589   Push-Pull Caps ( 4 Pack )4591   Race Caps ( 3 Pack )

4044   Switchblade Add-On Flask

    Color: Black

    Color: Orange

    Color: Silver

    Color: Silver
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Extremely flexible tube for easy drinking.

  Strong and durable materials

  Convenient cleaning 

0100   Bite Valve 0200   Quick-Release Drink Tube

Clean, cool hydration with 
a single bite. 

  Seals itself after each drink 

   High-flow bite 

Convert any soft flask to the ideal 
front vest hydration piece with these 
handy straw tops. 

  Fits on all Nathan soft flasks

  Bite valve keeps liquids from escaping

4596   Extended Straw 

    Color: Clear

    Color: Clear

    Color: Clear

4552  Replacement Bladder  - 2L 4556  Replacement Bladder  - 3L 

Count on the lightweight Nathan bladder to keep you 
well-hydrated. The high-flow bite valve and flexible drink 
tube are great for quick and easy drinking. With its 2 liter 
capacity,  you are ready for a successful workout. 

BPA-free hydration bladders with high-flow bite valves 
and large, easy-fill openings now come with quick-re-
lease hoses for convenient cleaning and faster set-up in 
your favorite Nathan Race Vest.

Hydration bladder combats dehydration with a high-flow 
bite valve and a large, easy-to-fill opening. Quick-release 
hoses enable convenient cleaning so you only drink cool 
and clean water. 

Nathan hydration bladder provides you with instant 
refreshment as you train. Use the large opening and the 
high-flow bite valve for easy filling and quick drinking. 
Stay hydrated and run stronger.  

4551  Replacement Vapor Bladder  - 1,8L 4555  Replacement Bladder  - 1,5L

    Color: Clear    Color: Clear

    Color: Clear    Color: Clear
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P R O D U C T  C A T E G O R Y

Runners of every level, experience, shape, size and pursuit are demanding MORE 

out of their gear. And whether it’s keeping your essentials safe during a run, 

or cleaning up afterwards, NATHAN® has you covered!

GEAR UP. GET GOING.

SAFERUN COLLECTION   37
 
RUNAWAY COLLECTION   40 

HEADWEAR      43 
 
STORAGE       46 

RUNNING ESSENTIALS   51
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8000 Ripcord Personal Safety AlarmNEW

8002 Ripcord Personal Safety Alarm WaistpakNEW

  120 dB Clip - attachment 

  Heard up to 600ft 

  As loud as an ambulance siren

  Easy to use

  Reusable

  One-handed pull

In case of emergency, a quick pull of the rip cord triggers a 120 dB alarm alerting 
passers-by and discouraging potential assailants. Audible from over 600ft and as 
loud as an ambulance siren.

SafeRun 
Collection
Running presents challenges day or night and 
at NATHAN we are developing a comprehensive 
line of products to empower runners to put in 
the miles and get home safely. The ultimate goal 
is elevating safety as a topic in running, keeping 
us all safe and educated as we hit the road/
trails. It is not our position to try and eliminate all 
dangers, but to empower the running community 
to run prepared. We are introducing a series 
of personal safety devices including the new 
NATHAN SaferRun Ripcord Siren, which blasts 
sound at 120 dB and can be heard up to 600ft 
away. This tiny alarm system is a deterrent 
and can alert others in case of an incident. 
Beyond that, we are offering core products with 
designated storage for the SaferRun Ripcpord 
Siren  and other existing deterrents (like pepper 
spray). 
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This One Size Fits Most WaistPak is bounce free, with an interior 
phone storage compartment, that flips out for easy visibility and 
access to your smart phone and like all of the SaferRun products,
it has the Ripcord Siren placed for easy access.  

  Color: Red

  Color: Black
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8003 R.P. Safety Alarm Handheld Phone Carrier NEW

NEW

  See-thru conductive touchscreen technology  
  keeps your phone and other running essentials  
  protected, while allowing you to see your splits,  
  playlist, and incoming messages.

  Fully-adjustable hand strap with chafe-free  
  thumb hole enables grip-free running 

  Easy to use. Reusable. One-handed pull

  Headphone port located at the bottom to  
  accommodate audio jack

  + 120 dB Clip – attachment. Heard up to 
  600ft. As loud as an ambulance siren, 
  louder thana car horn.

  Fits most smartphones

Grip free design keeps your phone within reach and the specialized storage for the 
Sound Grenade keeps the safety alarm easily accessible. 

   + 120 dB Clip - attachment. Heard up to 600ft.  
  As loud as an ambulance siren, louder than 
  a car horn.  

  Easy to use. Reusable. One-handed pull.

  Ergonomically designed

  Elastic case one sleeve to eliminate bounce

This versatile phone holder keeps your phone, music, and tracking all in view, 
PLUS comes with the a strategically placed Ripcord Siren to ward off would be 
assailants.  

8004 Ripcord Personal Safety AlarmArm Phone Sleeve NEW

  Color: Black

  Color: Black
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4500 RunAway Ultimate Marathon Travel Pack

Runaway 
Collection
Some days we race from start to finish, 
other days we race from home to work, or 
the gym, or school. Regardless of where 
you are running, we built the Runaway 
series as your go to. The runnable straps 
make this pack comfortable in any 
situation. Runner centric design keeps 
your essentials organized – from custom 
pockets for nutrition, shoes, and laptops 
the Runaway series is built for your life, no 
matter where you are running.
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NEW

  Fits all your marathon weekend needs 

  Shoe compartment

  Laptop sleeve - externally accessible -  
  impact resistant design

  Internal sleeve storage / bladder  
   compartment

  Hidden tube port for bladder 

  Nutrition and sportsmed storage 
  built for runners

  Foam roller holder / yoga mat 

  Soft-touch phone / sunglasses pocket

  Water resistant PU coated fabric 

  Runnable straps - rub free and zero bounce

  Compression molded back panel 

  External water bottle pockets

  Bungee compression (capacity  
  management) (pack volume control) 

If you could only take one bag to race day, this is that bag! Stylish design, 
comfortable fit, and just the right amount of storage for a change of clothes, 
extra shoes, hydration, nutrition, and another race day essentials. This pack 
has place for your laptop and even your yoga mat or foam roller. It is the 
perfect bag traveling to and from races. 

BLADDER COMPATIBLE
  Color: Black / Blue Jewel
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4501 RunAway Day Gear PackNEW

4503 RunAway Runner’s Fanny PackNEW

  Laptop sleeve - internally accessible - impact  
  resistant design

  Internal sleeve storage / bladder compartment

  Hidden tube port for bladder 

  Water resistant PU coated fabric 

  Runnable straps - rub free and zero bounce

  External water bottle pockets

  Webbing compression (capacity management)  
  (pack volume control)

Light is fast, fast is beautiful, and this pack is both. A stylish way to get from race
to race or wherever you are headed. Just enough storage to comfortably hold
your race day essentials.  

BLADDER COMPATIBLE
  Color: Black / Blue Jewel

  Sleek packable design

  Internal sleeve storage / bladder compartment

  Hidden tube port for bladder

  Water resistant PU coated fabric 

  Runnable straps - rub free and zero bounce

  Bungee compression (capacity management)  
  (pack volume control)

  Internal phone pocket

Stash this bag in your carry on and use it when you need. This packable bag is a great addition
to any race day kit, as it stores away, yet does not compromise on comfort or features.  

BLADDER COMPATIBLE
  Color: Black / Blue Jewel

4502 RunAway Packable Runner’s Pack NEW
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  Dedicated smart phone pocket

  Main storage compartment with divider  
   fits most plus phones

  Clip closure 

  Bungee compression - Volume control

Keep your phone, wallet, keys and other important items with you at all times. This 
fannypak also features bungee compression to ensure no-bounce regardless of how 
full or empty it is. 

  Color: Black / Blue Jewel



Headwear
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2071 Quick Stash Run HatNEW

2070 Runnable Trucker HatNEW
G
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  UPF - keeps face safe from harsh sun

  Hidden pockets to carry your essentials

  Lightweight wicking woven polyester material  
  provides a layer of protection from mother nature  
  on the top two panels

  Dry Tech polyester mesh side gussets on the top   
  keep your head cool for the length 
  of your workout

  Soft polyester mesh wicking sweatband on the  
  inside to help move sweat away from your head        
  keeping you focused on the trail or road

  Adjustable back

  Machine washable

Stylish race hat that has a stash pocket on each side to hold your essentials like keys 
or energy gels. 

  Performance woven material front

  Wicking internal sweatband

  Structured front panels

  Mesh side and back panels

  Adjustable plastic snap back closure

Look good, run good! This hat is great before, during, or after a run.
The glitch and brewery styles have subtle call outs for the runner in you
but look good wherever you go! 

 Color: Astral Aura Glitch

 Color: Astral Aura Glitch

2071 Quick Stash Run Hat

2070 Runnable Trucker Hat

NEW
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n   UPF - keeps face safe from harsh sun

  Hidden pockets to carry your essentials

  Lightweight wicking woven polyester material  
  provides a layer of protection from mother  
   nature on the top two panels

  Dry Tech polyester mesh side gussets on the 
  top keep your head cool for the length of  
  your workout

  Soft polyester mesh wicking sweatband on the  
  inside to help move sweat away from your head  
  keeping you focused on the trail or road

  Adjustable back

  Machine washable

Stylish race hat that has a stash pocket on each side to hold your essentials - like 
keys or energy gels. 

  Performance woven material front

  Wicking internal sweatband

  Structured front panels

  Mesh side and back panels

  Adjustable plastic snap back closure

Look good, run good! This hay is great before, during, or after a run. The glitch
and brewery styles have subtle call outs for the runner in you but look
good wherever you go! 

 Color: Chili Pepper Brew

 Color: Chili Pepper Brew

NEW
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*Colors might slightly change

*Colors might slightly change
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FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES

Weight: 43g

Arm band size:  
OSFM 9” – 15” (23 cm – 38 cm)
Dimensions: 16.5 cm height x 37 cm width   
Pouch Dimensions: 16 cm height x 8.6 cm width  

Securely haul your large format smartphone with 
this durable and comfortable smartphone carrier.

  Sized to fit iPhone 8 Plus with most low profile cases 

   Performance fabrics provides comfort and a secure fit 
against arm     

  Cord management system organizes wire slack

  Access phone, apps, and music via see-through window

  Reflective hits for added visibility in low light conditions

    Color: Black

4947   StrideSport 4923   Super 5k

Storage

We pride ourselves on meeting at the 
intersection of design and performance – 
all of our gear is designed by runners, for 
runners. Each item is rigorously tested and 
reviewed before being approved. With all the 
features you need and nothing you don’t, all 
of our products are built to optimize both 
form and function.

Universal armband offers a lightweight way to 
carry music on your arm.

Weight: 45.4 g

  Ultra-lightweight, water-resistant neoprene keeps many  
     types of phones or music devices protected

  Reflective hits for visibility under low-light conditions

  Comfort-fit for smooth feel on skin

Arm band size:  
OSFM 9” – 15” (23 cm – 38 cm)
Dimensions: 16.5 cm height x 43 cm width   
Pouch Dimensions: 15 cm height x 7.5 cm width  

    Color: Black / Sulfur spring

FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES 46



FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES

FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES47

4918 Vista Handheld Phone CarrierNEW

4919 Vista Smartphone Arm Sleeve CarrierNEW

  Zippered pocket with see-thru conductive  
  touchscreen technology keeps your phone and 
   other running essentials protected, while 
  allowing you to see your splits, playlist, 
  and incoming messages

  Fully-adjustable hand strap with chafe-free 
  thumb hole enables grip-free running

  Headphone port located at the bottom to  
  accommodate audio jack

  Fits most smartphones

Grip free design keeps your phone within reach and easily accessible.

WEIGHT: 1.5oz/43 g
DIMENSIONS: 6.3 in Height x 14.6 in Width
POCKET: 6.5 in Height x 3.4 in Width
ARM BAND SIZE: One Size Fits Most (9 in - 15 in)

  See-thru conductive touchscreen technology  
  keeps your phone and other running essentials  
  protected, while allowing you to see your splits,  
   playlist, and incoming messages

  Ergonomically designed sleeve slips on and can  
  be adjusted to fit your arm, eliminating bounce 

  Fits most smartphones

This versatile phone holder keeps your phone, music, and tracking all in view.

    Color: Black

    Color: Black

FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES

The low-profile Hipster belt features multiple pockets and 
keeps essential items snug and secure around your waist, and 
stretches to fit your individual contours.

Weight: 37 g

  Super-soft stretch belt fits comfortably around your waist.

   Includes pockets to fit all of your small essentials.

  Fits up to iPhone 8 Plus.

Size:  
XS  (26” - 28”) (66 cm - 72 cm) 
S  (29” - 31”) (73 cm - 80 cm) 
M  (32” - 34“) (81 cm - 87 cm) 
L  (35” - 37”) (88 cm - 94 cm)  
XL  (38” - 40”) (96 cm - 102 cm) (only black)

     Color: Very Berry       

     Color: Surf The Web          

     Color: Black

7701   The Hipster

FITS MOST
SMART 
PHONES

Weight: 85 g

  Two zippered, weather-resistant pockets (four pockets total)

  Super-soft stretch belt fits comfortable around your waist

  Fits up to iPhone 8 Plus

Size:  
XS  (26” - 28”) (66 cm - 72 cm) 
S  (29” - 31”) (73 cm - 80 cm) 
M  (32” - 34”) (81 cm - 87 cm) 
L  (35” - 37”) (88 cm - 94 cm)  
XL  (38” - 40”) (96 cm - 102 cm)

We’ve added secure and weather-resistant zippers to our 
most popular training pak model, which now features four 
pockets, two zippers, and one heck of a secure run.

     Color: Blue Radiance      

     Color: Black 48

7702   The Zipster



4808   5k Pak

4807   Mirage Pak

Ultra-lightweight neoprene with reflective belt keepers 
to reduce excess slack. Stash your essentials in two 
external, zippered storage pockets.

  Larger zippered pocket fits smart phones

  Compact zippered pocket carries small essentials

  3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective detail

  Adjustable belt

Size: OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)

Weight: 102 g 
Pocket capacity: 340 ml

     Color: Black

Compact and sleek running pak for those who need to 
carry the bare essentials – but don’t want to feel them!

  Ultrasoft-brushed interior protects smart phones

  Fully-adjustable, enhanced, elasticized limited-stretch belt

  3M™ reflective detailing for greater visibility

  Internal stash pocket keeps money, credit cards, and ID in place

  Internal key ring clip

Size: OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)

Weight: 28 g 
Pocket capacity: 350 ml

     Color: Black           

     Color: Electric blue lemonade          

     Color: Blue light/blue danube          

     Color: Very berry49

1128 Race Number Belt

4803   LightSpeed Pak

Our speediest athletes tell us that we’ve created 
the ultimate race day companion…who are we 
to argue? This lightweight race number pak is 
equipped with all you need and nothing more, 
with a well-considered, zippered nutrition stor-
age pocket on a no-bounce, no-chafe belt.

  Adjustable race number attachment points to avoid  
     pin pricks

  Unique shock cord system carries several energy gels

  Adjustable, elasticized no-chafe belt 

  Weather-resistant, zippered nutrition pocket  

  3M™ reflective detailing for greater visibility

Size: OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)

Weight: 51 g 
Pocket capacity: 250 ml

     Color: Black

Universal race number  
attachment

The lightest, most comfortable, non-chafe race 
number belt, period.

  Extra-soft, lightweight, no-chafe elastic performance material 

  Super-light toggles hold any race number securely

  Race number attachments have reflective hits for low-light        
     race conditions

Size: OSFM 26” - 44” (66 cm - 112 cm)

Weight: 17 g

     Color: Black
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     Color: Black                          

     Color: Royal Blue                          

     Color: Surf The Web                         

     Color: Cool Grey                                   

     Color: White                         

     Color: Pink                          

     Color: Safety Yellow                    

     Color: Sour Green Apple                         

     Color: Neon Orange

     Color: Surf The Web           

     Color: Black                         

     Color: White                         

     Color: Pink            

     Color: Safety Yellow

Performance laces never looked so great! These super-secure, ultra-grippy,  
elastic laces are the ideal no-tie shoelace solution for athletes. 

  Unique fastening system keeps laces secure an d tight 

  One-time setup is quick, and lace adjustments easy

  Ideal for runners, walkers, triathletes, kids, and the elderly 

Size: OSFM

1170   Run Laces

1171   Reflective Run Laces

Running
Essentials
This lineup of performance essentials will ensure 
that you show up prepared on race day.
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Designed to keep your timing chip securely in 
place during a race.

Size: OSFM

  Neoprene cushioning prevents chafing 

   Velcro adjustable fit

  Excludes Timing Chip

     Color: Black

2023  Timing Chip Ankleband

Performance laces never looked so great! These super-secure, ultra-grippy,  
elastic laces are the ideal no-tie shoelace solution for athletes. 

   Unique fastening system keeps laces secure an d tight 

  One-time setup is quick, and lace adjustments easy

  Ideal for runners, walkers, triathletes, kids, and the elderly 

Size: OSFM
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   Micro-pores absorb the bad  
smells / bacterium

   Mosa Bamboo Charcoal 

   Place in sun to recharge 

Your shoes don’t have to stink! Drop one in each shoe and 
keep your shoes smelling like new! Then place the packs in 
the sun to recharge.

1332 Power Funk Eliminator (Shoe Pair) 

1331 Power Funk Eliminator (Gym Bag)

   Mosa Bamboo Charcoal 

   Micro-pores absorb the bad  
smells / bacterium

   Place in sun to recharge 

   Comes with tether and a clip

Say goodbye to your stinky gym bag. Throw one of 
these in your bag and keep your bag from stinking. 

NEW

NEW



P R O D U C T  C A T E G O R Y

Whether on road, path, trail or in-between, every runner needs a Night-Running 
Safety Plan.

Runner’s-specific lighting solutions help you see the road and path ahead, while 

LED strobes and reflective pieces ensure drivers see you from all angles. Go 

colorful and run bright with Multiple Points of Light, combining active lighting and 

reflective gear so you can See, Be Seen, and enjoy your night run. 

BE SEEN. RUN LONGER.®

HYPERNIGHT COLLECTION  55
 
RUN LONGER COLLECTION  57 

REFLECTIVE      62



 

  Stretch woven fabric with stay-put silicon  
  strips on the inside, and a smooth exterior

  Reflective graphic detailing for visibility in low- 
  light conditions

Stretch woven hairband with hi-viz reflective graphics keeps your ears 
protected on those cool-weather runs.

HyperNight
Collection

55

5500 + 5510 HyperNight Reflective Glove

1195 HyperNight Reflective Hairband

1193 HyperNight Reflective Headband

  Stretch spandex fabric with a brushed fleece  
  lining for dexterity and warmth

  Back-of-hand pocket easily holds a house  
  or car key, cash, or a StrobeLight for 
  increased visibility

  Reflective graphic detailing for visibility in 
  low-light conditions

  Comfortable chamois thumb for nose wiping

  Conductive TruTouch™ technology on 
  “texting” finger allows smart phone 
  operation with gloves on

These lightweight stretch gloves with an eye-catching reflective pattern are as 
comfy as they are stylish. Ideal for keeping fingers toasty on chilly days in the 
30° to 50°F/-1° to 10°C range.

  Soft polyester / spandex techno knit fabric  
  with comfort shearing back and smooth face 

  Reflective graphic detailing for visibility in  
  low-light conditions

Midweight fleece headband with high visibility reflective graphics that make a 
statement day or night. 

SizeS: S, M, L , XL SizeS: S, M, L , XL 
     Color: Galaxy Black / Vibrant Yellow - Men         Color: Galaxy Black / Vibrant Blue - Women

 Color: Galaxy Nova Black - Unisex

 Color: Galaxy Nova Black - Unisex
56

1191 HyperNight Reflective Pony Twail Beanie

1190 HyperNight Reflective Beanie

1196 HyperNight Reflective Runner’s Hat

  Soft polyester / spandex techno knit fabric with  
  comfort shearing back and smooth face

  Hidden stash pocket inside center back fits a  
  house or car key, or some cash

  Reflective graphic detailing for visibility in low- 
  light conditions

  Warm and wind resistant, due to the stretch  
  woven material that is bonded to microfleece

  Hidden stash pocket inside center back fits a  
  house or car key, or some cash

  Reflective graphic detailing for visibility in low- 
  light conditions

This lightweight stretch beanie provides additional reflective flair for 
those cool weather runs that transition from day to night. 

Stretch woven, thermal fleece beanie with a galactic reflective pattern. 
Great for runs, bike rides, and other cool-weather adventures.

  Glow in the dark print pattern   Reflective logo for visibility in low-light conditions

Lightweight, low-profile, and hi-viz, this Reflective Runner’s Hatadjusts easily to both 
your noggin and the night roads. 

 Color: Galaxy Nova Black - Unisex

 Color: Galaxy Black - Unisex

 Color: Star Field / Black / Vibrant Yellow - Unisex



Run Longer
Series
Effective lighting worn on multiple points of the 
body allows runners to see the path ahead and be 
seen by others. Our Run Longer Series features 
powerful headlamps and hand torches that light 
up the trails and roads, and even communicate 
to drivers. The series also includes lightweight, 
colorful, and high-visibility lighting solutions that 
clip-on or strap-on anywhere. Your best run…now 
available any time.
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5062   Luna Fire 250 RX Chest / Waist light

5
Modes

Back

Side

USB charger port

On / Off button

Low Medium High Boost Strobe
33 Lumens 100 Lumens 200 Lumens 250 Lumens 100 Lumens

Front Side

Hinge pivot to adjust downward angle

Main led 25hrs IPX4250Lu

  Lightweight, versatile runner’s       
     chest/waist light

  250 Lumens LED spotlight

  Includes a comfortable chest/waist strap 

  Removable light clips on anywhere

  Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Polymer battery

     Color: Light Blue Nights White

LED’s: 250 max lumen distance LED,  
& two (2) RGB proximity LED’s 
Battery: Lithium-ion Polymer Rechargeable 
via USB 
Burn time: 25+ Hours 
Water resistance: IPX4 – weather resistant

Size: OSFM
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5094   Neutron Fire R Runners Headlamp

5084   LightBender RX

IPX463hrs115Lu RGB LIGHT™

  Lightweight, low-profile runner’s headlamp

   Side strobes provide RGB light -  
red, green, and blue LED options

  115 Lumens LED spotlight

  Replaceable AAA batteries

Size: OSFM

     Color: Bluestone

LED’s: 115 max lumen distance LED,  
& two (2) RGB proximity LED’s 
Battery: 2x replaceable AAA batteries 
Burn time: 40+ hours 
Water resistance: IPX4 – weather resistant

IPX46Lu 16hrs

  RGB light - red, green, and blue LED options

  Quickly and securely attaches to arm

  Multi-settings for blinking or steady state lights

  Powered with rechargeable Lithium-ion polymer battery

Size: OSFM

     Color: Safety yellow

LED’s: 6 lumens max output 
Burn time: steady on 8+ hours, Strobe 16+ hours 
Water resistance: IPX4 water resistant

RGB LIGHT™



5073   LightBender

5061   LightBender Mini R

8,5Lu 42hrs

  Comfortable armband and super-lightweight technology ensure no  
     chafing or discomfort

   Blinking or steady stream light settings

  Weather-resistant so you can run longer in any conditions

Size: OSFM

     Color: Sulfur spring & Tango red         

     Color: Sulfur spring & Tango red

LED: 2 LEDs - 8+ max lumens 
Battery: 2 x 3V Lithium 2032 - replaceable coin style battery 
Burn time: Steady on = 21+ hours, Strobe = 42+ hours

IPX46Lu 48hrs

  RGB Light – red, green, and blue LED options

  Shorter strap for runners with smaller arms

  Clips quickly, and securely attaches to arm or ankle

  Multi-settings for blinking or steady state lights 

  Battery powered

Size: OSFM

     Color: Nano Blue Nights White

LED’s: 2 LEDs - 6 lumens max output 
Burn time: 30 hours (Steady On), 48 hours (Strobe) 
Water resistance: IPX4 water resistant
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5060   HyperBrite Mini 2-Pack

5071   StrobeLight

18hrs IPX4

Even smaller, but still mighty, this two-pack of LED strobes 
ensures drivers will see you both coming and going. 
The super-lightweight pair clips anywhere securely – we 
recommend white on the front, red on the back – to form a 
dynamic duo of added nighttime visibility.

  LED: 2 LEDs – 8 max Lumens

  Burn Time: 18 hours (Steady On), 110 hours (Strobe)

  Water Resistance: IPX4– Weather resistant

     Color: Silver/Chili Pepper              

     Color: White/Gold

8Lu

Safety with style in a slim, lightweight, and waterproof strobe. With 100+ hours of 
illumination, the StrobeLight has the perfect amount of light to keep you moving 
safely during all hours of the day.

  Clips on easily to belts, apparel, gear, and more

  High-visibility blinking and steady light modes so you can be seen from a safe distance

  Weather-resistant so you can run longer in any conditions

     Colors: Sulfur spring                     

     Colors: Tango red                  

     Colors: Nathan orange                  

     Colors: Blue radiance                    

     Colors: Floro fuchsia

LED: 3 LEDs - 8+ max lumens 
Battery: 2 x 3V Lithium 2032 - replaceable coin style battery 
Burn time: Steady on = 57+ hours, Strobe = 110+ hours 
Water resistance: IPX3 – weather resistant

IPX38,5Lu 110hrs
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Allows runners and cyclists to have a safe workout.

  Snap bracelet adds reflectivity to wrists

  Comfortable backing 

Size: OSFM 13,4” (34 cm)

     Colors: Atomic blue            

     Colors: Pink Glo                        

     Colors: Hi-viz orange                       

     Colors: Hi-viz yellow

1013   Reflex  ( 2 pack )
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This reflective vest features a minimal, modern fit while  
offering 360-degrees of maximum visibility.

  Slim, minimal design offers full range of motion without interrupting arm swing

  360-degrees of reflectivity for visibility in low-light conditions

  Zippered pocket for small storage such as cash, keys, and ID

Size: OSFM

     Colors: Diva pink              

     Colors: Safety yellow

Weight: 53.9 g

2044   Bandolier
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Reflective

Running without reflective gear is like driving  
without headlights. This collection of reflective  
and LED vests and add-ons is specifically designed 
with the morning and evening runner in mind. That 
means highly visible, lightweight, breathable, and 
functional products that fit your body and won’t 
cramp your running style.



0463

2017 & 2027   Streak Vest

An ultra-lightweight and sleek design, 1,200-foot 
(366-meter) visibility, and 360-degree reflectivity 
optimize performance and safety.

  Anatomical shape offers full range of motion without interrupting 
     arm swing

  Adjustable fit with VELCRO®-closure tabs

  Attachment points for Run Longer Light Series

Size:  
2027   S/M 24” – 40” (61 cm - 101 cm)   
2017   L/XL 38” – 45” (96 cm - 114 cm)

     Color: Neon yellow 

Weight: 45.4 g




